
Idle Miner Tycoon

**About Idle Miner Tycoon**

Idle Miner Tycoon is an entertaining building game in which players have to manage their own

mine. The goal of the game is to earn as much money as possible and transform your own mine

into a great empire.

In Idle Miner Tycoon, you are the owner of an initially small gold mine. Since the mining of the ore

at the beginning of the game is quite time-consuming and low-yielding, you have to invest in new

shafts, managers or boosters for your workers during the game. With every upgrade, your workers

will get faster and mine even more. If your mine is profitable and if you could even hire a few

managers, you can consider whether you want to invest in mining other raw materials like rubies,

moonstone or crystal. Upgrade your mine on a regular basis and use your money for profitable

investments to earn as much money as possible and build your own mining empire.

**Idle Miner Tycoon - Features:** 

- Manage your own mine: In Idle Miner Tycoon you lead your own mine. Of course, one of your

main responsibilities is managing the mine. At the beginning of the game, you still have to tap on

each miner in order that they dig, bring the ore to the surface or bring it to the camp. But do not

worry: As the game progresses, these processes become faster and, above all, increasingly

automated. If you regularly upgrade your mine and expand the shafts, your workers will not only

get faster, but will also be able to mine more and store larger quantities of ore. Expand your mine

steadily and make sure that your workers are always motivated and perform well.

- Earn money: For a mine owner, of course, money is one of the most important things. For

example, you earn a lot of money by automating work processes. If the miners work automatically

and even if you do not play actively, you can of course mine more ore and earn more money. In

addition, smart investments can be a way to increase your profits. 

- Hire managers: If you want to get a little bit of relief, you can hire managers to look after

individual sectors and processes in your mine. However, managers are relatively expensive, so

you'll need enough money to hire them. However, as the managers can motivate and provide

workers with boosters, the investment can be profitable.

Conclusion: Idle Miner Tycoon is an entertaining construction game in which you do not even have

to play actively to earn money and progress in the game.


